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Crystal and Quasicrystal Structures in Al-Mn-Si Alloys
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We show that the a-(AIMnSi) crystal structure is closely (and systematically) related to that of
the icosahedral Al-Mn-Si alloys. Using a modification of the "projection' method of generating
icosahedral structures from six-dimensional lattices, we find a simple description of the o.-
(A1MnSi) structure. This structure, and (we conjecture) the icosahedral one, can also be described
as a packing of 54-atom icosahedral clusters.

PACS numbers: 61.55.Hg, 61.50.Em

The discovery of a rapidly cooled alloy i -(AIMn)
having an icosahedral point diffraction pattern' has
posed fascinating crystallographic problems. The sup-
posed incompatibility of icosahedral symmetry and
long-range positional order was quickly resolved by the
construction of an ordered aperiodic structure ("quasi-
crystal" ) with an icosahedral diffraction pattern. 2 Sub-
sequently, phenomenological Landau theories ap-
peared which explored the symmetries and (meta)sta-
bility of a substance with icosahedral density waves.
A complementary approach " has used as a model
the three-dimensional Penrose tiling (3DPT), an
aperiodic lattice (described below) which has the same
diffraction pattern as i -(A1Mn).

Still unknown is the microscopic structure (atomic
positions) of i -( AIMn). Besides being intrinsically in-
teresting in light of the novel symmetry, structural in-
formation is essential to studies of electronic structure,
the existence of phasons, etc. Direct determination
of the structure from diffraction is unfeasible with
present samples (crystallite diameters & 2 p, m); only a
few peaks (in the expected dense pattern) can be
resolved in x-ray powder patterns, ' while electron-
diffraction intensities are generally difficult to inter-
pret. Although technical improvements will ultimately
be required to refine any proposed structure, we
present here a particular analysis of related crystalline
structures' ' on which such a proposal might be
based.

Our strategy for connecting the crystal and quasi-
crystal structures is based on the fact that the 3DPT is
the limit of a sequence of periodic structures with ever
larger unit cells. We start with the convenient (and in-
sightful) construction of the 3DPT as a projection
from a six-dimensional hypercubic lattice with the
three-dimensional projection hyperplane at an incom-
mensurate orientation. ' ' The relation of such a
structure to a periodic one is illustrated in Fig. 1,
which shows one-dimensional tilings with long (L) and
short (S) line segments. In both Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)
the tiling elements are generated by the projection of
the edges of a two-dimensional lattice into a line AB
with slope r = (1+JS)/2. In (a) the selection of

edges for projection is accomplished by a strip also
having slope m = 7, whereas in (b) the strip is tilted to
have slope m'=2/1. Construction (a) generates the
well-known one-dimensional analog of the Penrose
tiling while (b) generates a periodic structure com-
posed of the same tiling elements. By choosing m' to
be a continued-fraction approximant to r (m'=2/1,
3/2, 5/3, . . .), one creates structures with larger
periods which approximate the aperiodic tiling of (a)
better and better. In the same sense that "finite" con-
tinued fractions are rational, we use the word "finite"
to describe periodic tilings such as in Fig. 1(b).

By a similar modification of the projection construc-
tion of the 3DPT, it is possible to generate finite
3DPT's with a cubic (hexagonal, tetragonal, etc.)
structure. In the six-dimensional construction the ana-
log of the strip in Fig. 1 is the product of a three-plane
and a suitable three-dimensional "cross section. "
The analogs of the L and S segments are prolate and
oblate rhombohedra (PR and OR) with edges of length
a~ oriented in the twelve icosahedral (center-to-
vertex) directions. If the orientation in six dimensions
of the strip's three-plane is given by the three span-
ning vectors'7 (p,p, q, 0, O, q), (q, —q, O,p,p, 0), and
(0, O,p, q, —q, —p), then the 3DPT results when
p/q r. By taking instead the rational approximants
p/q =1/0, 1/1, 2/1, . . . , one obtains a sequence of

FIG. l. (a) Incommensurate strip generating quasiperiod-
ic tiling; (b) commensurate strip generating periodic tiling.
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FIG. 2. Calculated electron-diffraction patterns of two 3D
structures. The intensity of each spot is represented by its
area. (a) The [100] pattern of the cubic n-(A1MnSi) struc-
ture using the atomic coordinates of Ref. 14. (b) The two-
fold pattern of the 3D Penrose tiling of icosahedral rhom-
bohedra with point scatterers at the vertices.

(periodic) cubic structures with corresponding lattice
constants a, av, ar, . . . [a = (2+2/J5)'/2az]. The
number ratio np/no of PR and OR needed to tile the
unit cell in these structures is 4/4, 20/12, 84/
52, . . .—a sequence that approaches the value ~
known for the 3DPT. Kuriyama and Longts have re-
cently described a cubic structure based on the 1/0 til-
ing.

A study of the metallurgical literature has uncovered
a number of large-cell Al —transition-metal phases
which are candidates for description in terms of finite
3DPT's. '9 Of the relatively few whose structures are
known we have been able to identify the phases o.-

(A1MnSi) ' and o.-(AIFeSi) ' as instances where this
description is not only illuminating but also reasonably
accurate. We show below that the 1/1 cubic tiling
describes the structure of a-(AIMnSi).

One way to appreciate the fact that n-(AIMnSi) is
quite a good "approximation" to i -(AIMn) (in the
sense of the above discussion) is to compare electron-
diffraction patterns. Choosing the Ewald plane normal
to (100), we see that the strong peaks in the
(A1MnSi) pattern'3 [Fig. 2(a)] agree extremely well
with the positions of peaks in the twofold pattern of i-
(AIMn). s The calculated intensities shown in Fig.
2(b) are based on a 3DPT model with pointlike atoms
at the rhombohedron vertices and agree well with ob-
served intensities. "' (In the structure we are about
to describe the strongly scattering Mn atoms do sit on
vertices. ) The intensities in Fig. 2(a) have been calcu-
lated by use of appropriate atomic form factors for all
the atoms in the unit cell. The geometric relation-
ship IG~ I/IG, l=~ for peaks A' and B' of the
icosahedral phase is approximated in the o. phase by
i Gtt i/i G„ i

= —, . Similarly, lines from the origin to
peaks C' and C have respectively slopes v and —,

' in the
two phases. Also noteworthy is the agreement in scale

of the two patterns. In terms of the real-space struc-
ture, Fig. 2(b) implies a rhombohedron edge length
az ——4.60 A." On the other hand, the lattice constant

0
of n- (A1MnSi) is a ~ = 12.68 A which implies a~
= 4.61 A in the 1/1 tiling.

Another observation suggesting the relevance of o.-

(A1MnSi) is that its composition' (A172&Mnt74Sito t)
is close to the best composition (A174Mn2oSis) of
melt-quenched i -(A1MnSi). ' The i -(A1MnSi) ma-
terial is superior in quality to i-(AIMn) in the follow-
ing three ways2'. (I) Bragg spots are significantly
sharper and more of the weaker spots are resolved.
(2) Grains have smooth morphology and more uni-
form bright-field contrast. (3) The transformation
temperature to an unidentified crystalline phase is—200 K higher than the corresponding temperature
for i -(A1Mn). A related phase i -(A1FeSi) probably
also exists which should be compared to o.-(AIFeSi)
with composition" A170 9Fe$9 OSi&0 i', we show below
that the structure of n-(AIFeSi) can be described as a
slightly imperfect tiling.

To specify atomic positions, we use the concept of
"decoration" which is inspired by the analogy between
the two rhombohedral "Penrose" cells and the unit
cell of an ordinary periodic lattice. In a decoration,
cells are assigned to classes according to their (general-
ly different) local environments, and within each class
atoms sit at essentially identical sites in the cells. The
key to an economical description of our decoration is
to group two PR and two OR that pack around a single
vertex into an additional packing unit, the rhombic
dodecahedron (RD); see Fig. 3(a). This combination
is also common in the 3DPT.

In our idealized u-(AIMnSi) structure there are six
classes of sites: a large vacancy known as a
"hole, "' ' a Mn site, and four kinds of Al or Si
sites which will be labeled by Greek letters. Then
the holes and Mn atoms just form the vertices of a
packing of six RD and eight PR which forms a li1 cu-
bic projection. The holes are at [000] and [—,

'
—,
'

—,
' ],

forming a perfect bcc lattice, which can be considered
as two interpenetrating simple-cubic (sc) lattices; each
sc edge is the long axis of an RD. The other symmetry
axis of the RD are aligned with other [100] directions
in such a way that the three families of RD along the
three edge directions are related by threefold rotation
about [111]. A view of the RD tiling within one cubic
unit cell is shown in Fig. 4(a). The remaining space
not filled up by the RD is filled by eight PR joining the
body center and corner holes [Fig. 4(a) inset].

In the decoration of each RD [Fig. 3(a)], then, a
hole occurs at each "tip" (on the long axis) while a
Mn atom [Mn(1, 2) in Ref. 14] sits at each of the
twelve remaining vertices. The midpoint of each edge
joining the tip to an Mn vertex is occupied by an
Al(n) = Al(4, 5) atom. On each of the eight faces ad-
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FIG. 3. (a) Rh ombic dodecahedron and (b) prolate rhombohedron showin
( i) -( 1 Si) . E h d h
Al ~w

nor eint eo.-

(P) and Al(5) atoms in the interior are not shown.
g one o the six icosahedral fivefold directions. The

FIG. 4. Packings of rhombic dodecahedra in two crystal
structures. A 54-atom Mackay icosahedron cluster (Fig. 5)
is centered on each of the RD tips (circled vertices). (a)
The n-(A)MnSi) structure. The RD tips form a bcc lattice
with the two simple-cubic sublattices connected by prolate
rhombohedra (inset). (b) A layer of the n-(A)FeSi) struc-
ture. One of the RD is shown outlined.

joining the tips, an Al(P) =Al(8, 9) atom divides the
diagonal from tip to (far) Mn into the
Two more Al(P) =Al(1,2) atoms are located in the
interior of the RD on the long axis d' 'd'

ratios
axis, ivy jng t is into

ratios v '. v .~ . Each of the remaining four faces
of the RD is decorated by two Al(y) = Al(6, 7) atoms

ividing the long face diagonal into thirds. The RD in
one of the sc sublattices contains two Al(B) = Al(3)
atoms in their interior on the symmetre ry axj.s w &c is
vertical in Fig. 3(a). As for the extra PR [Fi . 3(b)],
they have no interior atoms; their faces are all shared
with RD, which determines their decoration.

from
The rms deviations of the actual atomic positposi ions

rom our ideal ones, averaged over all atoms of a given
class, are Mn, 0.21 A; Al(n), 0.15 A; Al(P) 0.15

y), .68 A. This [and similar considerations for
o.-(AIFeSi), below] demonstrates that the rhombohe-

ra not only have the correct size, but are essentially
undistorted in shape.

In the hexagonal n-(AIFeSi) structure' (a =12.40
A, c =26.23 A) the same RD found in u-(AIMnSi)
are seen to tile layers (bounded by mirror planes at
z = +

4 ). Atoms of Fe [Fe(1,2,3,5) of Ref. 15] re-
place Mn at the vertices, and the rem

' ' 'f'e remaining i entifica-
tions are Al(n) = Al(9, 15), Al(P) = Al(6, 8, 12,14),
Al y = Al(10, 13), Al(8) = Al(11). The rhornbohe-
dra are slightly smaller, az ——4.51 A, and now every
RD contains a pair of Al(5) atoms. Again, the rms
deviations from ideal positions are quite small: Fe,
0.24 A; AI(ix), 0.21 A; Al(p), 0.12 A; Al(y), 0.4
In each tiled layer the holes form a triangular lattice
connected by RD along the edges [Fig. 4(b)]. It is in-
teresting to note that the RD are attach d b f d
erent from those used in n-(AIMnSi). It is not possi-
e to extend a layer across the mirror planes by the

addition of RD or PR as these solids do not have the
required reflection symmetry.

We do not believe that our RD and PR should be
viewed as independent structural entities that
somehow promote icosahedral order. A better candi-
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as an icosahedral phase of the same composition has
been discovered. 9

FIG. 5. The 54-atom Mackay icosahedron which appears
as a structural unit in n (A1-MnSi) and n-(A1FeSi). The
dark atoms are Mn or Fe.

date is the Mackay icosahedron~s (MI), a highly sym-
metric A14q(Mn/Fe)tq cluster centered at each of the
"holes" noted above (Fig. 5). Surrounding the vacant
center site of the MI is a shell of twelve Al(n) atoms,
forming an essentially perfect icosahedron. A second
shell consists of a larger icosahedron of twelve Mn or
Fe atoms radially outward from the Al(a) atoms,
along with thirty Al(P) atoms at the edge positions of
the larger icosahedron.

It is now apparent that a-(AlMnSi) is simply a bcc
packing of MI while a-(AIFeSi) consists of MI stacked
in triangular layers. Regarding (periodic or aperiodic)
tilings with Penrose rhombohedra as frameworks for
placing MI in space, we see that neighboring MI can be
related in only two possible ways: with their centers at
the far tips of (1) a RD [Fig. 3(a)] or (2) a PR [Fig.
3(b)]. In the first case Al(7 ) [and sometimes Al(5) ]
atoms are used as "glue, " filling the interstices
between the MI. We conjecture that i -(A1MnSi) is an
alternative packing of MI and are currently exploring
such structures.

We are especially grateful to Liz Hill for drawing

Figs. 4 and 5 and to M. A. Marcus for many eclectic
discussions.

Note added. —Recent experiments have con-
firmed the close relationship between u-(A1MnSi) and
i-(A1MnSi). Independently, Guyot and Audierzs have
described the a-(AIMnSi) structure in terms similar to
ours. We also note that a similar analysis of the
Frank-Kasper phase (Al, Zn)49Mgsz is now relevant

(')Present address: Clark Hall, Cornell University, Ithaca,
N.Y. 14853.
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